
Optimal Reinsertion of Canelled Train LineJulie Jespersen Grotha,b, Jens Clausena,b, and Jesper LarsenbaDSB S-tog, DenmarkbInformatis and Mathematial Modelling, Tehnial University of Denmark,DK-2800 Kongens Lyngby, DenmarkFebruary 13, 2007AbstratDSB S-tog (S-tog) is the operator of the suburban rail of Copen-hagen, Denmark. The suburban network overs approximately 170km of double-trak and 80 stations. When larger disturbanes ourin the S-tog network one of the ountermeasures is to take out entiretrain lines. The problem is to deide when the reinsertion shall starton eah rolling stok depot in order to resume sheduled servie. Asthe proess of resuming servie is regulated by a number of onstraints,the task of alulating a reinsertion plan of a train line beomes om-plex. Here we present a mixed integer programming (MIP) model for�nding a reinsertion plan of a train line minimizing the latest timeto reinsertion. The MIP model has been implemented in GAMS andsolved with Cplex. The optimal solution is found within an averageof 0.5 CPU seonds in eah test ase. Reinsertion plans in operationis today alulated by the reinsertion model.1 Introdution to DSB S-togDSB S-tog (S-tog) is the operator of the suburban rail of Copenhagen, Den-mark. The suburban network overs approximately 170 km of double-trak1



and 80 stations. Daily the operator transports approximately 30.000 pas-sengers. S-tog is the only user of the traks, whih are ontrolled by theinfrastrutural owner BaneDanmark (BD).The S-tog network onsists of train lines overing the S-tog infrastrutureby various ompositions of routes depending on the timetable in use. Figure1 shows the present lines in the network. The network an be thought of asonsisting of 8 setions; A entral setion, 6 �ngers, and a irular rail. Thelines merge in the entral setion, and they split as they re-enter the �ngersaording to their shedule.The struture of the S-tog network implies that a high number of linesinterset in the entral setion. The trains on eah train line run with afrequeny of 3 trains per hour whih means an frequeny period of 20 minutes.Given 10 lines interseting the entral setion this means that within 20minutes there is on average only 2 minutes between eah train in the entralsetion i.e. there is a 2 minutes average headway in between the trains. Suhlow headway implies that even small delays an have a signi�ant negativee�et on a high number of trains.Eah line in the S-tog network is overed by 4 to 10 trains dependingon the duration of the line iruit. This is the time it takes for a train todrive from one terminal to the other terminal and bak. The duration ofa iruit and the time planned for turnaround at the terminals divided bythe frequeny period (20 minutes) gives an integer, whih is the number oftrains required to run the line. Eah train onsists of one or more train unitsi.e. the train units are the physial units overing the virtual train running.The omposition of a train varies during the day aording to the expetedpassenger demand.At all times a train number is assoiated with eah operating train. Thetrain number is hanged every time a train turns at a line terminal to run inthe opposite diretion. For eah train there is hene a series of train numbersduring the day de�ning the train tasks of that partiular train. A train tasksis a departure departing from terminal s1 at time t1 and arriving at terminal2



Figure 1: The network of DSB S-tog in 2006s2 at time t2. The number series of a train is alled the train sequene andthere an be only one train sequene for eah train. Also, two train numbersannot our in two di�erent train sequenes. Figure 2 shows an example ofa line overed by two trains where eah train is overed by a train sequeneand di�erent train units during the day. The breah on the bottom trainillustrates that all train units on the train are exhanged with new.At S-tog there is muh information embedded in the train numbers. Eahtrain number identi�es the present train line, stopping pattern, diretion(north/south) and an time interval of arrival at KH for a train. The timeinterval is given by the two last digits in the train number e.g. if these are35 the integer part of a division by 3 indiates that the train arrives at hour11. The remainder, whih is 2, indiates that the train arrives at the 3rdfrequeny period within that hour. For two train numbers on the same trainline, the train number with the lowest value of its two last digits will be the3
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Train 2Figure 2: Two train series together overing the two trains on a train line (hererepresented by the train numbers). Eah train number indiates a train task forthe train. The drawn up lines illustrates train units overing the task. When twodrawn up lines over the task there are two train units assigned to the task. TheThikness of the lines represents the number of train units needed. So for bothtrains two units are needed in the morning rush hour. Only train 1 onsists of twounits in the afternoon.train task performed �rst. For two adjaent train numbers in the same trainsequene there is a onstant interval between the values of the last two digits.Rolling stok depots are plaed at the most of the line terminals and atthe entral station. The only rew depot is loated at the entral station.When trains are started up at a rolling stok depot, the required rew istransported from the rew depot. Trains are inserted and taken out in thenetwork from the rolling stok depots.In this paper we will address the problem of reinserting a anelled trainline. In the Reinsertion problem trains are handled virtually i.e. the trakroutes used when driving the trains from depot to platform are assumed to beknown also the deision of whih platform to use at a depot is not addressedi.e. the departing platform is also assumed known.The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Setion 2 wedesribe some of the reovery strategies used at S-tog and the proess oftaking out trains when anelling a train line. In Setion 3 the Reinsertionproblem is desribed. In Setions 3.2 and 3.3 the input for the problem is4



desribed and an example is given to larify. In Setion 4 a mixed integerprogramming model for the reinsertion problem is desribed. Computationalresults are presented in Setion 5. Setion 6 desribes the initial bakgroundfor formulating a mathematial model for the problem. Finally potentialfurther developments are desribed in Setion 7 and a onlusion is given inSetion 8.2 Reovery StrategiesDuring the daily operation inidents our that disturb the sheduled de-partures. One way to ompensate for potential disturbane is to onstruttimetable and, rew and rolling stok plans with inluded bu�er times. Forexample, in the timetable bu�er times an be inluded in the headways, thedwell times on stations and as a part of the turnaround tunes. In the rewplan an example of bu�er times an be extra time inluded around breaks.It is not neessarily evident where in the shedules it is optimal to alloatethe bu�ers. This information an be derived by e.g. simulation studies basedon real observations of the shedules, .f. Hofman et al. [2℄.Even though preautions are taken to minimize the e�ets of inidents, itwill not be possible to avoid delays ompletely. Therefore, di�erent reoverystrategies have been developed for reovering the timetable and, the rewand rolling stok plans. Examples of reovery strategies at S-tog are� Turning trains earlier on their route (see �gure 3)� Train planned to stop at all stations an be made a non-stop train onsmaller stations� Canellation of entire train linesAn example of early turnaround is illustrated in Figure 3. Normally, atrain on line A drives from K�ge to Hiller�d. Beause a unforeseen delay hasourred on the �rst part of the route, it is deided by the dispathers to5



turn the train around early in Lyngby. In this way the stations on the routebetween Lyngby and Hiller�d are skipped.

Figure 3: Illustration of an early turnaroundManaging reovery is a joint task for the infrastrutural owner and theoperator using the traks. In the S-tog network BD has the responsibilityand the authority of the departures. S-tog has at its disposal the resouresrew and rolling stok and has therefore the responsibility of mathing theseresoures to the demand de�ned by the departures.When larger disturbanes our on the S-tog network, the disturbaneis often redeemed by taking out an entire train line i.e. all departures on atrain line are anelled. By taking out a train line more slak is reated inthe timetable, i.e. the headways are inreased between time adjaent trainlines. This reates inreased bu�er times in the timetable and more room isreated for absorbing the delays.A anellation of a train line is implemented by shunting the rolling stokto depot traks as the trains arrive at rolling stok depots. In the proess ofanellation it is normally not allowed to drive \bakwards" in the networki.e. driving a train in the opposite diretion of what it was originally planedto drive. A train an only move forward to the next depot where it will betaken out of servie. Therefore, the trains on the anelled train line ends upbeing distributed among the depots along the line aording to where theywere in the network when the deision of anelling the line was made. It6



is ruial to realize that train units that are taken out at a depot are notneessarily used to over the same trains when reinserted. Reall that a trainis de�ned by its train sequene and not by the train units overing it.3 The Reinsertion ProblemWhen an adequate level of regularity has been re-established in the opera-tion, the anelled train lines should be reinserted aording to the originaltimetable. The status of operation is evaluated by a train ontroller fromBD. After the deision of initiating reinsertion has been made, the reinser-tion should be arried out as quikly as possible.When a train is reinserted it is transported as empty stok from the depottraks to a platform. A train driver arrives on a operating train from therew depot at the entral station (KH). The train to be reinserted departsaording to a sheduled departure on the relevant train line.For the reinsertion problem it is assumed that train units will be shuntedto departing platforms aording to standard shunting times and availabletrak routes. Relevant to the problem is "only" to assure that all trains areinserted at some depot on the train's route.The reinsertion plan is alulated by a rolling stok dispather from S-tog. The reinsertion is presently omputed for one train line at a time.It is neessary to deide whih trains already in operation an transporttrain drivers to the rolling stok depots, from where the trains are inserted.The number of trains to be inserted from eah depot is determined by thedispather, however, it is not given whih train units at the rolling stokdepots should be inserted to over whih trains in the shedule of the trainline.For most lines, intermediate rolling stok depots exist along the route ofthe line. As for the terminal depots, it is determined, prior to the alulationof a reinsertion plan, how many trains must be inserted from the interme-diate depots in total. At an intermediate depot trains an be inserted in7



both diretions. Inserting in both diretions dereases the �nishing time ofthe reinsertion proess. This is beause of the double trak network. Twodepartures in opposite diretion are not bound by headways as there is gener-ally not interdependeny between the infrastruture going north respetivelysouth. Therefore, when inserting in both diretions on an intermediate depotthe total time of insertion an be redued. For example, three trains mustbe inserted from a depot. Departures going north are at minutes 03, 23 and,43 every hour. Departures going north are at minutes 06, 26 and, 46 everyhour. If all trains are inserted in one diretion, the reinsertion will span over40 minutes. If the trains are inserted in both diretions, the reinsertion willspan over just 20 minutes.In the reinsertion problem eah train must be reinserted only one alsothe number of trains reinserted in eah time slot for a depot must be overedat most one. Finally, it is given for eah depot exatly how many trainsmust be inserted.The reinsertion must be made under two di�erent onsiderations of or-der. Firstly, if reinsertion has begun from a given rolling stok depot, theremaining trains to be inserted from that depot must be inserted in order a-ording to the frequeny period. For example, at S-tog the frequeny periodis 20 minutes on all train lines. If 3 trains must be reinserted from Farumrolling stok depot and the �rst reinserted train departs at 15:18, then theremaining 2 trains must be reinserted and depart at respetively 15:38 and15:58. Inserting the remaining two trains at 15:58 and 16:18 would mean anunassigned frequeny interval at 15:38 i.e. order would not have been keptand that would be an illegal solution. Seondly, the order with respet tofrequeny must also be kept aross rolling stok depots. That is, after theinitiation of reinsertion, the time between two adjaent departures on anystation in the network must always be the frequeny period of 20 minutes.One of the advantages of the reinsertion model is the solution time ofthe model ompared to manual alulations. Also, it is possible to alu-late a reinsertion plan immediately when the distribution of trains among8



depots is known after the take out. As the timetable is periodi the reinser-tion plan alulated will in priniple be the same exept for the exat trainnumbers that must be inserted. This might lead to some advantages with re-spet to oordinating the train driver shedules aording to the reinsertion,thereby preventing reinsertion shedules being disarded beause of the lakof drivers.3.1 ReferenesReent surveys on rail operation models are given by Cordeau 1998 [1℄, Huis-man et al 2005 [3℄ and T�ornquist in 2006 [4℄. The reinsertion problem andmodels for solving it is not mentioned in either of these surveys. A thor-ough searh has not produed any additional literature that resembles theproblem of reinserting train lines. The problem seems to be spei� to theCopenhagen suburban network.3.2 Input to the reinsertion modelThe reinsertion problem an be solved given relatively little information.There are two types of input neessary in the model: input based on bak-ground data and input based on real time data. Firstly, the model mustbe built with bakground data based on the timetable struture. Seondly,after the onstrution of the model ertain input in real time is neessaryfor deriving the right reinsertion plan aording to the relevant real timesenario.When building the model it is essential to know for eah depot how manyanelled departures there are from the time of deision of reinsertion anduntil the �rst driver an arrive and be ready for driving the �rst potentialreinserted train, see Figure 4. The time of deision of reinsertion is alwaysoiniding with the departure of train from KH, whih an arry drivers tothe reinsertion depots. Furthermore, it is neessary to know the numberof trains on the train line. As mentioned in Setion 1, eah train an be9



viewed as a sequene of train numbers. Due to the periodi format of thetimetable the solution to the reinsertion problem is generi i.e. the strutureis independent of the spei� times given in the timetable. Therefore, whenbuilding the model, it is only neessary to be able to di�er between thetrains. It is suÆient to make one alulation for eah distribution of trainsover depots. As there is only a limited number of possible distributions oftrains among depots, all solutions an in fat easily be generated in advaneand updated aording to time of day in the real time situation. Knowledgeof exat train number to be reinserted are not relevant before real time.
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Figure 4: Illustration of the reinsertion start time at the FS depot. From thedeision of reinsertion until the reinsertion an begin at the FS depot, the two �rsttrain with sheduled departures after the time of deision of reinsertion annot bereinserted as the train arrying drivers has not yet reahed the depot.In real time the neessary input are the trains distribution among thedepots and whih operating train number is the �rst that an arry outdrivers to the depots. For the latter, it is only neessary to give as input thetrain going in one of the diretions as the train in the other diretion anbe derived. The spei� train numbers to be inserted an also be derivedfrom the train number given as input and the reinsertion solution, whih anbe looked up from the distribution of trains among depots. Additionally,10



the train numbers that will be used to transport the train drivers to therolling stok depot must be identi�ed. These an also be derived from thereinsertion solution and the input train number. Summing up, the solutionlooked up by the rolling stok dispather is used to �nd the train numbers ofrespetively the trains to be reinserted and the trains to transport drivers.3.3 A real life exampleTo illustrate the reinsertion problem we give an example of a reinsertion.Two lines, H and H+, run on the route between Frederikssund (FS) andFarum (FM). When large disturbanes our involving the setions of thisroute, the H+ line is typially taken out. The 10 trains serviing the H+train line are taken out on the terminal rolling stok depots, FS and FM,and on the intermediate depots at Ballerup (BA) and KH. Reall that therew depot is at KH. In this example, 2 trains are taken out on eah of theterminal depots and 3 on eah of the intermediate depots. One senario ofreinsertion is then that reinsertion is arried out, exatly aording to thetake out, in whih ase 2 trains must be reinserted from eah terminal depotand 3 trains must be reinserted from eah intermediate depot where insertionis possible in both diretions. If extra train units are available on any of thedepots several reinsertion senarios are possible aording to how many unitsare available and at whih depots.Figure 5 illustrates the trains that are available for transporting drivers.Train a and d are the �rst trains going respetively south and north that anbring out drivers to depots. As these trains pass the depots in eah diretion,the reinsertion at those depots an be initiated i.e. potential drivers are nowavailable for reinsertion.In the reinsertion model the initiation time of reinsertion on eah depotis ounted in integral time slots aording to the frequeny period withinthe timetable. It is ounted how many trains on the train line in questionwas planned to leave the depot from the deision of reinsertion until the�rst driver-arrying train reahes the depot. In Figure 4 there are 2 trains11
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f)Figure 5: The straight lines a, b and  illustrates trains arrying drivers goingsouth and the lines d, e and f those going north. The lines initiate reinsertion atthe di�erent depots as they pass them.originally planned to leave the FS depot before reinsertion an begin. Notiethat the time of deision of reinsertion is oiniding with the departure timeof the �rst south going train being able to arry drivers. Formally, this isalways the ase.The exat approah of a reinsertion is illustrated in Figure 6. For eah ofthe �gures a) - d) trains are inserted from a depot. Observe that order is keptat all time. There is no vaant frequeny periods at depots and there are nostations where passengers experiene vaant frequeny periods. Illustratedin red on a), b) and d) is the driver-arrying trains transporting drivers forthe reinsertion.
4 The Reinsertion ModelLet I be the set of train that must be inserted and K the set of depots theyan be inserted from. J is the set of available slot for reinsertion. The goalof the model is to deide whih train, i 2 I should be inserted from whihdepot, k 2 K. Eah originally sheduled train i (before anellation) mustbe overed with train units and hene reinserted in operation aording toshedule. Also it must be deided for eah train in whih time slot, j 2 J ,12
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Figure 6: Illustration of a reinsertion. In a) trains are inserted from depot FS, inb) from depot BA, in ) from KH and in d) from FM.the reinsertion will take plae.The model deides whih trains will run but it does not onsider whihtrain units to use to over the trains. It is assumed that the information ofdistribution of train units aross depots, Dk; k 2 K is provided as input andthereby suÆient in number to over the trains.The variables representing whih train to be inserted from whih depotand when are binaryxijk = 8<: 1 if train i is inserted in time slot j from depot k0 otherwiseEah train must be overed exatly one. This is guaranteed by thepartitioning onstraints (1)Pj;k xijk = 1; 8 i 2 I (1)Inequalities (2) are inluded so that no time slot for a depot or train anbe overed more than one: 13



Pi xi;j;k � 1; 8 j 2 J; k 2 K (2)The number of trains to be inserted from eah depot is known. Therefore,binding onstraints exist for eah depot. They di�er for respetively terminaland intermediate depots. As the trains are inserted only in one diretion atthe terminal depots, k 2 KT , the binding onstraints for these depots are :Pi;j xi;j;k = Dk; 8k 2 KT (3)As mentioned earlier a better solution an be ahieved when insertionon intermediate depots are made in both diretions. Aording to urrentpratise the trains on eah intermediate depot are inserted one half of themin one diretion and the other half in the other diretion. This is handled inthe model by inluding two depots for eah intermediate depot. The set ofintermediate depots is denoted KI . It is onstruted by sets of two depotstogether denoting one intermediate depot where reinsertion an be arriedout in l diretions, KI = KI1 [ :::[KIl , where l 2 L. L is the set of diretions,whih in the S-tog network for all depots is north or south. The total set ofdepots is K = KT [KI . Variables DIk; k 2 KI have been added to the modelto represent the number of trains inserted eah diretion.The sum of trains inserted in both diretions should equal the total num-ber of trains to be inserted from the intermediate depot. Equations (4) ensurethat the number of trains inserted in eah diretion is the total number oftrains to be inserted divided by 2. If an odd number of trains is to be in-serted, the result is rounded up or down to nearest integer depending onwhih is more favorable to the model.Pi;j;k xi;j;k = Pk Dk; 8 l 2 L; k 2 KIl (4)Pi;j xi;j;k = DIk; 8 k 2 KI (5)DIk � bDk2 ; 8 k 2 KI (6)14



DIk � dDk2 e; 8 k 2 KI (7)As mentioned in Setion 3 order should be kept within depots and betweendepots. Also, reinsertion must not begin on a depot before a train driver anarrive from the rew depot to drive the train to be reinserted.To ensure that eah train is inserted in an orret time slot, it is neessaryto take into onsideration the train sequenes of eah train desribing in whihtime slot eah train is at the di�erent depots. To handle this a onstant isintrodued, ini;j;k.ini;j;k = 8<: 1 if train i may depart from depot k in time slot j0 otherwiseIt is not possible to insert a train from a depot, if it is not there at thatspei� time slot. We refer to this as the order between stations and it isensured by inequality (8).xi;j;k � ini;j;k; 8 i 2 I; j 2 J; k 2 K (8)Reall that no vaant frequeny periods must our in a solution. Tomodel this, we introdue two sets of integer variables, startk and endk. Also,we introdue equations (9) to (12). Equations (9) onnet the start and endvariables. Equations (10) assure that reinsertion is not begun before the �rstdriver an arrive at the depot. The onstant, Ck, indiates how many trainshave been sheduled at depot k from the time of the deision of reinsertionuntil drivers are able to reah the depot, f. Figure 4. Equations (11) and(12) ensure that when a reinsertion has begun on depot, it is arried outontinuously in adjaent time slots.startk +Pi;j xi;j;k � 1 = endk; 8 k 2 K (9)startk � Ck + 1; 8 k 2 K (10)15



startk � j +M � �1� xi;j;k�; 8 i 2 I; j 2 J; k 2 K (11)endk � j �M � �1� xi;j;k�; 8 i 2 I; j 2 J; k 2 K (12)At S-tog muh of the information of the timetable and departures is em-bedded in the train numbers. The periodi form of the timetable supportsthis formulation. The train numbers to be inserted when xi;j;k is 1 is alu-lated from an initial train number on a train able to arry train drivers tothe depots and some onstant desribing the relationship between the trainnumbers on the driver-arrying line and the line to be reinserted. The trainnumber is adjusted aording to the time slot in whih it is to be inserted.See equation (13).TrainNumberi;j;k = �InitialT rain + TrainConstk + j� � xi;j;k;8 i 2 I; j 2 J; k 2 K (13)The objetive of the model is to reinsert as quikly as possible. This isassured by an objetive funtion of minimizing the maximum inserted trainnumber, MaxTrainNumber. As information of time of day is indiretlyembedded in the train numbers this equivalent with minimizing the latesttime of reinsertion. This is ahieved by minimizing the maximum value ofthe last two digit number in the train number.Minimize MaxTrainNumber (14)MaxTrainNumber � TrainNumberi;j;k; 8 i 2 I; j 2 J; k 2 K (15)5 Computational ExperieneThe running time of the model is not relevant in real time as reinsertion plansare generated in advane and looked up at the relevant time. Test results16



Station Train Inserted in time slot:FS 1 4KH south going 2 2KH south going 3 3BA south going 4 5FM 5 3FM 6 4KH north going 7 3BA north going 8 2BA north going 9 3FS 10 3Table 1: A solution derived by the model. The �rst olumn shows the depot anddiretion of insertion. The seond olumn shows whih of the trains are inserted.The last olumn shows in whih time slot at the depot the train is inserted.show that the running time of the model on average is only approximately0.5 CPU seonds, i.e. the model solves the problem in real time for therelevant problem instanes. The real time approah is not hosen partly dueto software liense issues, partly due to the generi nature of the reinsertionplans.If, for example, K = FS;BA;KH; FM and Dk = 2; 3; 3; 2 the optimalreinsertion is as in Table 1.The pratially appliable solution an be derived based on the trainnumber, 50227, the reinsertion solution above and a set of onstants. Giventhat we wish to reinsert a set of anelled trains starting at 9 o'lok, the �rsttrain able to transport drivers south going leaves at 9:08 and has the trainnumber 50227. Also, we assume that the distribution of trains on depots isas above. The pratially appliable solution is given in Table 2.To alulate the train numbers to insert equation 13 is used. For example,for the �rst row in Table 1 i = 1, j = 4 and TrainConstFS = 4902 whih17



Station Train Train number to Train Number to inserttransport drivers:FS 1 50228 55133KH south going 2 Driver present 55228KH south going 3 Driver present 55229BA south going 4 50230 55230FM 5 50127 55231FM 6 50128 55232KH north going 7 Driver present 55129BA north going 8 50227 55130BA north going 9 50228 55131FS 10 50227 55132Table 2: A pratial appliable solution. The �rst olumn shows the depot anddiretion of insertion. The seond olumn shows the train number of any driverarrying train. The last olumn shows the train number to be inserted.in the �rst row and last olumn of Table 2 gives the train number 55133.TrainConstFS is adjusted to give the right diretion, line and time of theinserted train number. The train number arrying drivers to the insertiondepot is alulated by an equation similar to 13 with other onstants.Eah train number indiate a time and a diretion. This is suÆientknowledge for the dispathers to arry out the reinsertion.6 An Improved Planning ProessThe initial request for a tool for alulating reinsertion was made by therolling stok dispathers themselves. They regarded the problem of reatingreinsertion shedules by hand as ompliated and time demanding, espe-ially in real time where time is sparse. First a tool was made that wasnot based on the priniples of MIP. It was merely a spreadsheet alulating18



the reinsertion plan from basi knowledge of the distribution of trains, the�rst driver-arrying train and a large set of if-then-else-loops. The projetof reating an optimization model for alulating the reinsertion was startedmainly due to the quite ompliated task of updating the initial reinsertiontool. The mathematial model of the reinsertion problem has been imple-mented in GAMS and solved in CPLEX. It has been in operation sine theAugust 2006.Solutions are generated with the MIP model for all possible senarios oftrain distributions over rolling stok depots. The solutions are then storedand the rolling stok dispather an look up the solutions via a spreadsheet.The reinsertion model has inreased the level of servie o�ered to thepassengers. Earlier, when the rolling stok dispather had to make the al-ulation of reinsertion by hand, the solutions where either not generatedbeause it took to long time to alulate a solution, or a solution was gen-erated with a longer total reinsertion time than the optimal solution. In the�rst ase the train lines would remain anelled for the remainder of the day.Besides the passenger servie improvement, the reinsertion model de-reases the level of stress for the rolling stok dispathers. Solutions anbe generated immediately to satisfy the demand of the train ontrollers inharge of the reinsertion deision. This has resulted in a more eÆient plan-ning proess with resoures left for other tasks.Also the maintenane of the model has been eased to the satisfation ofthe analyst updating it. The MIP model is easy to update aording to anew periodi timetable. This is done simply by hanging the set of onstantspresently used in the model and generating a new set of solutions.7 Further DevelopmentsPresently the reinsertion model is used only for senarios where a anelledtrain line needs to be inserted into a running operation, in whih runningtrains an transport drivers to rolling stok depots. Future developments on19



the model ould be to enable omplete startups where trains an be insertedas the �rst on their route.The present model works with a distribution of trains reinserted in eahdiretion on intermediate depots of half reinserted in one diretion and theother half reinserted in the other diretion. Further developments on themodel involves hanging the onstraints (6) and (7) to enable solutions wherethe number of trains reinserted in eah diretion on eah intermediate depotare not bounded to be the half of the total number of trains to be inserted.The number of trains to be reinserted on eah depot is input to the model.Oasionally the number of trains available for operation on the depots islarger than the number of trains that has been taken out. It seems naturalto hange the model in order to aount for this fat by deiding the optimalnumber of trains to be inserted from eah depot, ensuring that the totalnumber of trains reinserted is the number of trains needed to over the line.At some of the routes of the S-tog network more than two lines over aroute simultaneously. A relevant reovery senario is that more than one lineis anelled along the route. It would be relevant to adjust the reinsertionmodel so that it an oordinate and give the results for the reinsertion of morethan one line at a time. In the model this would mainly mean modi�ationof input.The quality of solutions generated by the reinsertion model strongly de-pends on the distribution of trains on depots. At the time of disruption, takeout is arried out with no regards to a later reinsertion. There is no time forrearranging trains at depots so that the best possible reinsertion is possibleat a later time. There will though be the possibility of making small hangesin the take out plan. For example, it might be possible to drive forward toseond losest depot instead of taking it out of operation at the losest depot.This an also be onsidered by the model.
20



8 ConlusionWe have presented a MIP model for generating optimal reinsertion plans ofan entire, anelled train line. The solutions generated by the reinsertionmodel are fully appliable in operation i.e. it is non-omplex to derive apratial solution from a solution found by the model.The reinsertion model is employed in operation today. The solutions gen-erated with the reinsertion model always generates optimal solutions withrespet to the latest inserted train. This was often not ahieved when thereinsertion was alulated by hand. Frequently, the train line remained an-elled for the remainder of the day.The MIP model is easy to update aording to a new periodi timetable.This has dereased the possibility of the rolling stok dispathers having towait for an updated version.Earlier the diÆulties in alulating a reinsertion plan prevented di�erentfators from being taken into onsideration f. Setion 6. The signi�antlydereased solution time of the reinsertion problem (when omparing solutionsmade in hand and solutions generated with the reinsertion model) gives thepossibility of adjusting the reinsertion arried out in operation and adjustingthe reinsertion model aordingly.
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